Time Travel

If you like the idea of blasting to the future like Marty McFly in a souped-up DeLorean, or getting sucked back in time through a black hole, we have the list for you.

No matter how you work Einstein’s theory of relativity, it makes for a great adventure!

(Not all titles may be available at our library but may be acquired through other Evergreen libraries or through (ILL) Inter Library Loan)

11,000 Years Lost by Peni R. Griffin
Adventures of Kate series by T.A. Barron
1. Heartlight
2. The Ancient One
3. The Merlin Effect
Avatar series by Tui Sutherland
1. So This is How it Ends
2. Shadow Falling
3. Kingdom of Twilight
Collidescope by Grace Chetwin
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court by Mark Twain
Daniel X by James Patterson
1. The Dangerous Days of Daniel X
2. Watch the Skies
3. Demons and Druids
4. Game Over
5. Armageddon
Daughters of the Moon by Lynne Ewing
1. Goddess of the Night
2. Into the Cold Fire
3. Night Shade
4. The Secret Scroll
5. The Sacrifice
6. The Lost One
7. Moon Demon
8. Possession
9. The Choice
10. The Talisman
11. The Prophecy
12. The Becoming
13. The Final Eclipse
Days of Magic, Nights of War by Clive Barker
Den of Shadows Quartet by Amelia Atwater-Rhodes
Dream Master Gladiator by Theresa Breslin
Escape from the Past: The Duke’s Wrath by Annette Oppenlander
The Golden Hour by Maiya Williams
The Grave by James Heneghan
The Green Futures of Tycho by William Sleator
Klaatu Diskos by Pete Hautman
1. The Obsidian Blade
2. The Cydonian Pyramid
3. The Klaatu Terminus
Letters from Atlantis by Robert Silverberg
The Lighthouse Trilogy by Adrian McKinty
1. The Lighthouse Land
2. The Lighthouse War
3. The Lighthouse Keepers
Maddigan’s Fantasia by Margaret Mahy
The Magic Bicycle by William Hill
**The Mediator** by Meg Cabot
1. Shadowland
2. Ninth Key
3. Reunion
4. Darkest Hour
5. Haunted
6. Twilight

**Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children** by Ransom Riggs
1. Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children
2. Hollow City
3. Library of Souls

**Mr. Was** by Pete Hautman

**Obsidian Mirror** by Catherine Fisher
1. Obsidian Mirror
2. The Slanted Worlds
3. The Door in the Moon
4. The Speed of Darkness

**Pathfinder** by Orson Scott Card
1. Pathfinder
2. Ruins
3. Visitors

**Pendragon** by D.J. Machale
1. The Merchant of Death
2. The Lost City
3. The Never War
4. The Reality Bug
5. Black Water
6. The Rivers of Zadaa
7. Quillan Games
8. The Pilgrims of Rayne
9. Raven Rise
10. The Soldiers of Halla

**The Ragwitch** by Garth Nix

**Ruby Red Trilogy** by Kerstin Gier
1. Ruby Red
2. Sapphire Blue
3. Emerald Green

**Septimus Heap** by Angie Sage
1. Magyk
2. Flyte
3. Physik
4. Queste
5. Syren
6. Darke
7. Fyre

**Shattered** by Mari Mancusi

**The Sterkarm Handshake** by Susan Price

**Stoker and Holmes** by Colleen Gleason
1. The Clockwork Scarab
2. The Spiritglass Charade
3. The Chess Queen Enigma

**Steel** by Carrie Vaughn

**Stonewords: A Ghost Story** by Pam Conrad

**Switching Well** by Peni R. Griffin

**Time Travel Quartet** by Caroline B. Cooney
1. Both Sides of Time
2. Out of Time
3. Prisoner of Time
4. For All Time

**The Tempest Trilogy** by Julie Cross
1. Tempest
2. Vortex
3. Timestorm

**The Time Machine** by H.G. Wells

**The Transall Saga** by Gary Paulsen

**Trapped Between the Lash and the Gun** by Arvella Whitmore

**The Viking** by Christopher Tebbetts
1. Viking Pride
2. Quest for Faith
3. Land of the Dead
4. Hammer of the Gods

**Vlad the Undead** by Hanna Lutzen

**Walker of Time** by H.H. Vick